IAM South West Committee
Following a request to branch members for expressions of interest in taking up available committee
roles, we are pleased to introduce the first SW branch committee.

Branch Chair - Ray Galeozzie
I am an ex Royal Navy Weapon Engineer who specialises in developing
maintenance strategies and approaches. I actively supported the
development of the IAM’s Reliability Engineering SSG and was invited to
stand up the SW Branch of the IAM which led to the inaugural event being
held in April of this year. I am excited that we have been able to form a
committee with a varied level of knowledge and experience in asset
management that will take this branch forward and for our branch to be an
active participant within IAM UK.

Vice chair – Clive Seaton
I have been looking after physical assets for more than 38 years now, whether
in the Defence, Rail, Nuclear or Utilities domains, and I have wide experience
across The Asset Management Landscape subjects and principles. More
recently, I have specialised in engineering risk management techniques,
including risk-based maintenance and am a recognised UK Expert in
Reliability Centred Maintenance (RCM) representing the BSI on the
development of international Dependability standards. I am pleased to have
been recently awarded the IAM Diploma and very much looking forward to
supporting this new IAM SW Branch.

Secretary – Andrew McArthur
I have been fortunate enough to have worked with some of the UK’s largest
infrastructure organisations in the Water, Transport and Energy sectors. In
doing this, I have gained wide ranging experience across the Asset
Management Landscape subjects and successfully led many ISO55001:2014
asset management system design, build and implementation projects. I am
delighted to have the opportunity to apply this experience, along with my
wider UK and European Standards and Technical Secretariat track record, in
my role with the IAM SW Branch Committee. I look forward to supporting
the SW Branch in developing a strong local network of asset management professionals

Communications - Wendy Staden
I am a chartered civil engineer, with 30+ years of working in the UK and
internationally. I have worked across regulated infrastructure sectors on
asset design, construction, operations and maintenance. Most of my more
recent career has been spent in the water sector as a consultant and then
within a water company. I have been responsible for asset management at a
strategic level and for tactical operational level water production asset
planning. I currently work in Highways, in asset and environmental
performance management. I’m looking forward to supporting the
development of the IAM SW branch network.
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Programme - Ryan Miszka
I am a civil engineer and found my calling in asset management early in my
career. Before moving to the southwest, I worked for several years providing
strategic, tactical and operational infrastructure asset management
consultancy services for water companies and local and district
municipalities in southern Africa. These services concerned clients across the
spectrum of asset management maturity and a variety of asset portfolios.
Since moving to the South West, I have been working primarily with water
companies in an asset planning capacity. I have been eagerly awaiting the
formation of the SW branch since moving here and am excited at the prospect of supporting a local
contribution within the IAM and raising the profile of the asset management profession as a whole.

Support - Steve Jones
I have been managing infrastructure assets for nearly 30 years and
implemented asset management systems, strategies and techniques across
a wide range of disciplines, predominately focusing on highways
infrastructure and structures asset management and delivery at a strategic
level. I have specialised in delivering Operational and Maintenance, capital
delivery and risk-based approaches to UK highway authorities and
international clients. I have led PAS 55 and ISO 55000 accreditation projects
and highways asset management maturity assessments in accordance with
the Code of Practice and have supported the IAM in developing the O&M SSG including CIRIA
publications in Transport Asset Management. I have been a member of the IAM since 2006 and look
forward to supporting the IAM SW committee and its future success.

Support - Phil Wiltshire
As a chartered mechanical engineer, I have worked in the water sector for
some 30 years, the majority with consultancies, but also had periods with
utilities and contractors. In the last 10 years, I have increasingly moved away
from design into asset management. I have focused on operational asset
management implementing new low energy treatment processes; new plant
automation & control technologies and asset condition surveys in order to
implement risk-based prioritisation tools. I also work at strategic levels most
recently assisting a client deliver their energy 2050 vision and strategy. I have
started on the IAM Diploma Course and keen to see the SW Branch flourish.
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